The presented paper concerns itself with passenger car maintenance companies and their competitiveness. Internal and external influences, change drivers and general changes in the companies and their organisation were identified and analysed. The influence of the development of technology and the diffusion of innovations are highlighted in particular. Under consideration of the competitiveness factors, current and future challenges for the passenger car maintenance companies were worked out. Based on these analyses, future tasks, problem statements and challenges were compiled for passenger car maintenance companies from which other subjects of scientific investigation in area of strategic and economic importance arose.
INTRODUCTION
In the era of the vehicle networking and the assembling of mechanical and electronic components the car economy deals among other things with subjects like electric vehicles, carpooling, individual mobility and autonomous driving. A century ago the maintenance technician of the car was also its manufacturer who handcrafted vehicles with comparatively easy technology. In the meantime, this procedure has changed in a revolutionary way: Today the maintenance staff of cars looks for the smallest defective interchangeable electromechanical unity and the passenger car production evolved into high automated mass manufacturing.
The automobile industry in which 8.4 million people worldwide are occupied directly and for which more than 50 million people work indirectly (OICA, 2010) , has changed different areas drastically. By way of illustration, the change of the car production would be stated from the individual manufacture of vehicles to the mass production in 1913 up to the worldwide propagation of lean production methods, which were developed in Japan, beginning in the 1980s till today (Womack, 1991) . Already ten years later, car manufacturers worldwide were in position to offer a comparably high product quality within their vehicles as a basis service. As a result of this insufficient possibility of differentiation for the purchase decision of the costumer, the manufacturer itself focused increasingly on customer service quality since the middle of the 1990s (Rauner, 2002) . According to Rauner, the vehicle sector in the States of the European Union not
The present article deals with the identification and analysis of influences, change drivers and general changes on passenger car maintenance companies. The aim of this study is the representation of current and future challenges and the associated problems mainly brand passenger car maintenance companies are faced with. The investigation will be conducted under consideration of company competitiveness. Out of this, other investigation objects arise by which a knowledge profit for science in an area of economic and strategic importance is to be expected.
The article is organised after the introductory chapter as follows. Definition and organisation of the passenger car maintenance is explained in chapter 2. Section 3 shows the research design. Chapter 4 deals with the subject of influences and developments in the area of car manufacturers and passenger car maintenance companies. Section 5 indicates the challenges and problems to be accomplished by the passenger car maintenance companies. The last section provides conclusions and remarks.
DEFINITION AND ORGANISATION OF PASSENGER CAR MAINTENANCE COMPANIES
The maintenance ensures the functional safety and the serviceability of technical systems in general and of passenger cars in particular. It encloses all technical and administrative measures, as well as management measures during the life cycle of a unit. The maintenance serves for the preservation of functioning and operative condition or the return in this, so that it can fulfil the demanded function (DIN, 2003) . In both countries the relation between brand independent and dependent vehicle trade companies is roughly fifty-fifty (CECRA, 2013; Müller, 2008; and there is a narrow contact and a close collaboration between the SAČR and the ZDK (SAČR, 2015).
Organisation of the Vehicle Trade Companies in the Association

Organisation of the Vehicle Trade Companies with the Manufacturers
In general two types of passenger car maintenance companies are to be distinguished. They differentiate themselves mutually through the contractual obligations to the manufacturers. Dependent passenger car maintenance companies characterise themselves by the existence of a direct interdependency (contract) to car manufacturers. The terms 'dependent', 'mark dependent', 'brand bound' and 'brand dependent' are used in this paper synonymously. In detail these car dealerships are as well as car workshops with several brands, car dealerships and car workshops with one brand, respectively. In this connection it is also often spoken of authorised workshops -which does not walk along, however, with the legal text because workshops may carry out servicing works without relation within the guarantee time too, as long as they keep the manufacturer's specifications. Independent passenger car maintenance companies in contrast do not have any contractual relationship with a car manufacturer. Both kinds of companies are organised in respective national associations. The brand dependent passenger car maintenance company is able to obtain all necessary maintenance resources and information (among other things spare parts, special tools, workshop installations and workshop information) directly from the respective car manufacturer or work tools and supplies are provided automatically to it before e.g. a new model is going to be launched. The maintenance companies are despite of brand connection authorised to acquire needed maintenance resources from the free market. The independent organisations can purchase also their needed maintenance resources from free market or directly from the specific car manufacturer, more precisely its distribution organisation. Nevertheless, this mostly does not take place directly by the car manufacturer, but by his authorised workshops or the associations and umbrella organisations (Dirlenbach, 2009; EU, 2010a; .
For example, the incorporated company Daimler AG arranged an entrance via data especially for independent maintenance companies and independent market partners. Through this access technical information about servicing and repair, service information and service literature, and an electronic part catalogue is available. In addition, the company guarantees through a system that knowledge and solutions of technical matters can be exchanged (DAI, 2012) . The car manufacturer BMW for example offers independent maintenance companies which work together with one of many BMW service partners its paying online service system (Wenz, 2014) . Similar resources of information and communication of other car manufacturers are readily available for passenger car maintenance companies.
Organisation of the Vehicle Trade Companies in Relation to Service
A company or an organisation disposes of resources which are essential to fulfil the demanded service. The differentiation between services of tangible or intangible nature shows that the employees affect the talents of the enterprise. While understanding tangible services, among other things, as machines, employees and software, intangible resources are licences, expert's knowledge, enterprise culture and relations.
An analysis from 2002 about the change of the problems and the qualification requirements in the vehicle service sector shows a fundamental innovation of the qualification profile in the last two decades. The general orientation for modern professional work within the vehicle sector is therefore the automotive mechatronics with their ability to understand the technique and the business processes. Thus, the allocation of duties on the employees in vehicle workshops is not conducted anymore on basis of aggregates or parts, instead of this the working duties (problem solving, repair, service, etc.) take centre stage (Rauner, 2002) . The change of tasks requires from the passenger car maintenance companies a high ability to innovate, which can be reached by a sustainable and modern training and qualification concept Rauner, 2002) .
METHODOLOGY
The paper focuses on the identification and analysis of competitiveness factors for firms' longterm profitability, which leads to current and future challenges of dependent passenger car maintenance companies.
The claim to a high transparency of the research process requires a systematic-structured research process. In figure 1 the several steps of research procedure are shown. To analyse the internal and external problems, research mainly consists of secondary data material and literature. Expert interviews are used to close data gaps to create current values and careful future assumptions. (Atteslander, 2008) The study was used to discover new relationships between the different influences on the passenger car maintenance companies and to use the findings of this study to show up further need for research.
Fig. 1 -Systematic-structured research process. Source: Own representation based on
According to Porter's Five Forces Model (Porter, 2004) , five competitive forces determine industry profitability. These are: the rivalry among existing firms, threat of new entrants, threat of substitute products or services, bargaining power of buyers and the bargaining power of suppliers. The investigation takes place under consideration of these five forces from market view. This approach is complemented with a resource-based consideration of the human and physical capital.
INFLUENCES AND DEVELOPMENTS IN AUTOMOTIVE BUSINESS
The illustration and the analysis of influences on passenger car maintenance companies and of general developments in automotive business is the purpose of this section.
The market-based consideration of the automotive business and the market participants drew a comprehensive picture about the influences and the developments. The itemisation of the change drivers and the structuring of the identified developments enabled the author to look at the subject from different points of view.
Influence of the General Environment
The vehicle trade is decisively constrained by the specifications of the car manufacturers. Maintenance companies have to face the following challenges: New vehicles with shorter developing cycles reach the market with a higher model variety, the manufacturers extend the so-called service intervals (after-sales service intervals), and a better customer focus by the passenger car maintenance companies is required. However, this developments demand an adapted qualification of the employees (Autozeitung, 2012; Jühling, 2009 , Rauner, 2002 .
The competition among the players in this market is high and will be rising through intermediaries like repair exchanges and workshop chains. The major threat to the new entrants is the initial investment -mainly in employee training and maintenance equipment to keep pace with the developments of car manufacturer. Threat of substitute products and services become bigger after guarantee phase of car manufacturer, because of cost advantages of the independent passenger car maintenance companies. Government regulations strengthen the independent maintenance companies by market and information access and the buyers or car owners in e.g. freedom of choice. Threat of forward integration of car manufacturer and of focussed segment strategies of part manufacturer and supplier.
The supply and offer structure in the maintenance area depends on many factors of influence. In figure 2 the change drivers, which were identified during the secondary research with influence on the vehicle trade, are shown and explained: (Bundesverband Carsharing, 2014; DAT, 2014; EU, 2010a; EU, 2010b; IFA, 2013; VDA, 2013; ZDK, 2014a) In addition, the varied general conditions of changes in the vehicle trade are jointly responsible. Especially new technologies (see DAT, 2014; VDA, 2013) initiate changes.
Influence of Car Manufacturers Developments
Through the contractual obligations the respective car manufacturers have a lot of influence on the planning and principles of operation of dependent passenger car maintenance companies. Technological changes of the products affect not only the mode of operation and the associated investment in employee's qualification, but cause an increase of capital assets (in particular electronic maintenance equipment) by specifications of the car manufacturers.
The developments in the maintenance area are effected by many influences of car manufacturer.
In figure 3 a selection of the most important identified effects are shown and further explained in the following text passages: (Dombrowski and Engel, 2014; Dudenhöffer, 2012; Forster, 2013; Jühling, 2009; ZDK, 2014a; Rührmaier, 2014; ZEW, 2014; ZVEI, 2014) R&D innovation expenditure and the development of vehicle technology
The vehicle manufacturing has for several years the highest innovation intensity in the processing trade (ZEW, Vol. 2012 . The propagation of electronic components and semiconductor components has reached a portion of approx. 35-40% on the production value. This represents a tenfold increase in the period from 1985 to 2010 (Elektronikpraxis, 2008; Handelsblatt, 2010) . A portion of approx. 90 percent of the innovations are in the area of car electronic and this leads to the steadily growing share of electronic and electromechanical components within car (Schweikle, 2009 ).
Schmutzler (2012) speaks of 70 control units, which in vehicles of the upper middle class are obstructed. Abelein and Lochner (2012) number the control units on up to 100 with more than 7,000 semiconductor components and they emphasise that this number will increase drastically by crossover from conventional vehicle to electric car.
The generation change from vehicle with combustion engine to electric car is illustrated in figure 4 in the dynamic diffusion of electronic products. For the lower curve (car with combustion engine) previous and current values are taken and for future the values are extended mathematically. In electric cars (upper curve) this value of electronic and semiconductor components are even higher, because the introduction of the electric drive unit require the change and omission of conventional parts. ktronikpraxis, 2008; Forster, 2013; Handelsblatt, 2010; Schweikle, 2009; ZVEI, 2014b) The S-shaped diffusion of innovations is to be found in many empiric analyses of innovation propagation. In addition it can be assumed that diffusion functions of innovations of successive product generations have a general functional curve (diffusion curve of electric) which superpose the separate curves (Nefidow & Nefiodow, 2014; Oppitz, 2014) . For the diffusion curve of electric car the author decided to use S-shaped diffusion too.
Fig. 4 -Dynamic diffusion of the innovations of electronic products. Source: Own representation based on (Ele
The value percentage of electronic and microelectronic or semiconductor elements per automobile increases worldwide and an end of this trend is not expected for the next ten years ZVEI, 2014a ).
An investigation of CAR (Center Automotive Research) at the university of Duisburg-Essen demonstrated that the number of the pure model series (e.g. Opel Astra) increased from 227 in 1995 to 376 in 2011. This corresponds to a growth rate of more than 65 per cent in the same time period. Forecasts state that the number of model series will increase to 415 by 2015 (Dudenhöffer, 2012). Product life cycles in the 70s were on average eight years, this period decreased nowadays to three till four years ( Jühling, 2009; Scheimann, 2011) .
The increased expenditure for innovations point out that further technical innovations are expected for future years. This innovations have to be managed after the market launch by the maintenance companies too.
Development of passenger car maintenance companies' human capital
Due to the current demands, the new job profile of the automotive mechatronics was brought into force officially on 1st August 2003 and substituted the former job profile of the vehicle mechanic from the 10th March of 1989 (BGBL, 2003) . In the meantime the trade of vehicle mechanics and car electricians craft was formally united on the 1st April 1998 (Rauner, 2002) .
In figure 5 the development of the apprenticeships in the German automobile trade is shown. For reasons of easier readability, gender-specific differentiations are omitted. Corresponding terms or professional titles are valid for both genders in terms of the General Equal Treatment Act. (Banner, 2010; BGBL, 2014; Gewande, 2007) The education regulation for the automobile mechatronics were adapted once again in 2013 in order to meet the increased requirements in diagnosis knowledge, the rising portion in obstructed mechatronic systems and the interlinking of the vehicles by information and communication systems in modern vehicles. An integrated high-voltage apprenticeship shows the rising need in high-voltage system knowledge which is used, for example, on electric vehicles Syha, 2013) . Well-educated labour force is an important competitive factor for passenger car maintenance companies. The training possibilities within dependent passenger car maintenance companies are very good, in workshop chains good and in independent workshops medium to poor (Dombrowski & Engel, 2014) .
Fig. 5 -Development of apprenticeships in the German automobile trade. Source: Own study based on
The shift of tasks changed the necessary qualification profile of the maintenance employees. The movement of the proportion in diagnosis tasks caused a change of training content. Figure  6 shows the reallocation of the main priorities over time. Lingnau, 2009; Syha, 2013; ZDK, 2014b) The allocation of tasks in the maintenance companies moved due to the further rising share of the electronics components and semiconductor components in the vehicle already in 2002 to 52 per cent of the working hours. (Rauner, 2002) Today the portion is estimated at roughly 65 per cent.
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Fig. 6 -Comparison of the contents of the education orders from 1940 to 2013. Own study based on
Besides, this trend affects the physical capital of the passenger car maintenance companies, because the additional special tools and electronic workshop equipment must be procured.
Development of passenger car maintenance companies' physical capital
New technologies and vehicle models require usually new special tools and workshop equipment and investments in maintenance resources.
For example, the technical development of new driver assistant systems requires a suitable adaptation of the maintenance companies and with it investments in the workshop equipment of more than 5,000 euros (Baeuchle, 2014) .
Nevertheless, the car manufacturer plan and develop not only components, but new concepts of drive technology are in the strategic focus of the development and marketing departments -these are hybrid vehicles with different technical characteristic, battery-operated electric vehicles and fuel cell supported electric vehicles (Schade, 2014) For many passenger car maintenance companies the repair of electric vehicles is a new field of activity for which they must prepare. Besides the training of the maintenance employees in the 1 area of high-voltage, the assemblies of the electric motors, control units, and energy storages new utilities for the maintenance of the vehicles have to be purchased.
Passenger car maintenance companies have to prepare them early for the new tasks in the area of electric vehicles. In spite of the relatively low number of 11,295 admitted electric cars in Germany to the end of the year 2013, recommend the minister of the national guild Wilhelm Hülsdonk and the autoexpert Willi Diez to carry out the training of employees and the equipment of the companies in a contemporary way. According to Diez, a passenger car maintenance company must invest about 21,000 euros for the equipment and employees trainings (Rührmair, 2014) . Nevertheless, the investment amounts can increase even further, if the respective car manufacturer confront the dependent passenger car maintenance companies with enlarged requirements.
The financial situation within dependent passenger car maintenance companies is very good, in workshop chains good and in independent workshops medium to poor (Dombrowski & Engel, 2014) .
According to Karpinski (ZDK, 2015) the market is fought hard and the average yield is low. After 1.3 percent in 2013 expects the German Federation for Motor Trades and Repairs for 2014 an average yield between 1.0 and 1.2 percent, which is too low for the increased requirements of car manufacturer.
The author sees the reduced average yield combined with the general financial situation of specific workshop types critical and states that this will lead to further change the market.
Development of maintenance and repair volumes
A German institute in the area of automotive business (IFA, 2013) has identified as essential causes for the decreasing maintenance and repair expenditure the increasing vehicle and components quality, the declining mileage of the admitted passenger cars and the limited growth by passenger car registration.
This fact could further intensify with increasing number of electric vehicles. The University of Applied Sciences Nürtingen-Geislingen has carried out an investigation for comparison of workshop costs. For the comparison different small cars with an age of eight years and a mileage of yearly 8,000 kilometres are used. The calculated costs of 2,350 euros for the repair and maintenance for electric vehicles are faced with 3,650 euros of cars with internal combustion engine (Diez & Burkert, 2014) .
Summary of the developments
Market changes and the diffusion of innovations have influence on the development of the passenger car maintenance companies. On the basis of the changes of the car manufacturers and the passenger car maintenance companies over time development principles can be derived by analysis of the diffusion functions. To analyse the interrelationships scientifically could contribute to the conclusion of strategic objectives for the management of passenger car maintenance companies.
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The common consideration of changes introduced by market participants like car manufacturers were restricted, as well as the common consideration of how the passenger car maintenance companies reacted to those changes in detail. A complementary study, by means of fieldwork in case study design, would have drawn an even more exact picture how and how fast the passenger car maintenance companies react to changes and influences in particular. For further studies the topic should be more limited and deeper and a focus on some dependent passenger car maintenance companies by case studies is suggested.
Developing principles in time series of the development of electronic maintenance equipment inventories would deliver academically valuable results regarding the reaction of the passenger car maintenance companies on market changes.
PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES FOR THE PASSENGER CAR MAINTENANCE COMPANIES
The changes in automobile manufacturing and in the maintenance sector and the change in the customer behaviour lead to problem statements and with it to challenges for the passenger car maintenance companies.
While vehicles with an age of less than two years are repaired in 97% of cases by dependent passenger car maintenance companies, this rate drops with increasing age of the vehicles to a value of 28% for vehicles of ten and more years (DAT, 2014) . Dependent passenger car maintenance companies take the pioneer role for new product launches in the maintenance process and they are the first one who are confronted with new technologies.
Problems Passenger Car Maintenance Companies are Faced with
The focus of the car manufacturers is to generate an attractive product offer for customer, but they often neglect at the same time to consider the support of the product. The 38,500 vehicle maintenance companies in Germany deal with the maintenance, inspection, repair and improvement (of weak points) of the vehicle population of about 43.9 million passenger cars (KBA, 2014) , which are faced with a continuous wear-off.
The demonstrated changes from chapter 4 lead to problem statements of the passenger car maintenance companies:
A steadily growing proportion of electronics and semiconductor parts and a change of workshop orders (movement of the portion of the repair to diagnosis and preventive maintenance) lead to the fact that investments for modernisation and training are rising steadily.
A declining volume of employment characterise the future market of the passenger car maintenance -forecasts predict a reduction from up to 100,000 jobs till 2025 (Weimer, 2006) . According to calculations of the institute IFA (2013) The rising maintenance intervals and the improved quality of the vehicles, the reduced mileage of passenger cars and the limited growth in new passenger car registration imply less maintenance work per vehicle and year. According to a forecast (IFA, 2013) the number of the sold wage hours will lie in 2020 between 11 and 15 percent under the today's level -for 2025 even a reduction of about 17 percent is to be calculated.
The raised competitive intensity by new company types and suppliers (in particular workshop chains) causes that the number of the companies decreases or the market volume is redistributed. The loyalty to the company of the vehicle purchase decreases with growing vehicle age too.
Challenges for Passenger Car Maintenance Companies
In this chapter, after a short explanation of the used theoretical approaches and the definition of strategy, further results of the study are presented. Considering the subdivision in market influence and the internal organisation (cf. chapter 2.2 and 2.3), changes and thus general challenges were recorded and suitable categories were assigned.
The market-based view focuses on the external environment of the company. Market entry barriers try to keep away competitors from the market. This approach assumes that the company success is significantly influenced by the competitive position. The resource-based view is an approach that examines the internal conditions of an organisation under which existing resources can become a strategic competitive advantage.
The main objective of a sustained company is to protect the long-term survivability (Rollberg, 2001) . Strategy is the art and science to develop and use all forces of an enterprise in such a way, that the long-term survival is protected (Simon, 2003) .
Enclosed please find the important identified changes and with it the challenges for the preservation of the competitiveness of passenger car maintenance companies (see BMBF, 2013 , Braess & Seiffert, 2013 Bundesverband Carsharing, 2014; DAT, 2014; Diez, 2012; IFA, 2013; KFZ Wirtschaft, 2013; Merkel, 2013; Neubauer & Rudow, 2012; Peitsmeier, 2008; Weimer, 2006; :
Share of electronics grows and with it the portion in diagnosis;
Start of e-mobility and high voltage apprenticeship (also data stream);
Rising complexity of the vehicles;
New technologies: wheel-hub drive, fuel cells, electrical suspension, autonomous driving;
New technologies and production methods increase the costs and the prices in after-sales business, amongst others, through investments; cost disadvantages but also competitive advantage for dependent passenger car maintenance companies (market foreclosure). The shifting of tasks to diagnostics affects the capitalisation of the passenger car maintenance companies because a greater amount of special tools and electronic workshop equipment must be procured. The diffusion of mechatronic systems also changed the education of the maintenance employees. In summary, the change of the problems arises primarily by the quantitative internal changes in the main fields of activity: Mechanics, inspection and maintenance, electrics/ electronics and car body works. Especially the technologically changed electromechanical systems in the automobile cause that the workshop equipment and the education particularly the qualification of the employees is continuously developed.
The literature pays too little attention on how the diffusion of product innovations of car manufacturers and the reaction of the passenger car maintenance companies and the accompanied expenditures for modernisation correlate.
CONCLUSION
The companies' competitiveness is becoming very important today. Especially in a hard fought market like the passenger car maintenance business the competitiveness of companies is an important factor to secure the survival. For this, it is tremendously important to develop and use The aim of this article was the identification and analysis of influences on passenger car maintenance companies and the presentation of the current and future challenges and the problems walking along with it for dependent passenger car maintenance companies, under the aspect of the competitiveness.
Main results are:
Identification of market influences divided according to change drivers; Detailed representation of the influences of car manufacturer and their effect on the maintenance companies;
Demonstration of the interrelation between innovation expenditures and share of electronic components (diffusion curves) and the increased amount of diagnosis tasks;
Representation of the evolutions of human and physical capital in the maintenance firms;
Showing of changes in maintenance and repair volumes caused by generation change from conventional combustion engine to electric car;
Identification and representation of current and future problems and the subsequent challenges in the area of technology, customer, structure of the market and of the passenger car maintenance companies itself.
Finally it can be stated, that the carried out investigation offers a good overview about the subject. Influences and effects on the passenger car maintenance companies could be registered, categorised and analysed. Besides, it could be concluded that developments of dependent passenger car maintenance companies should be examined by a complementary quantitative investigation, which will leads to further new scientific knowledge.
